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This new 7th edition of Pro C# 6.0 and the .NET 4.6 Platform has been completely revised and
rewritten to reflect the latest changes to the C# language specification and new advances in the
.NET Framework. You'll find new chapters covering all the important new features that make .NET
4.6 the most comprehensive release yet, including:A Refined ADO.NET Entity Framework
Programming ModelNumerous IDE and MVVM Enhancements for WPF Desktop
DevelopmentNumerous updates to the ASP.NET Web APIs This comes on top of award winning
coverage of core C# features, both old and new, that have made the previous editions of this book
so popular. Readers will gain a solid foundation of object-oriented development techniques,
attributes and reflection, generics and collections as well as numerous advanced topics not found in
other texts (such as CIL opcodes and emitting dynamic assemblies).The mission of this book is to
provide you with a comprehensive foundation in the C# programming language and the core
aspects of the .NET platform plus overviews of technologies built on top of C# and .NET (ADO.NET
and Entity Framework, Windows Communication Foundation (WCF), Windows Presentation
Foundation (WPF), ASP.NET (WebForms, MVC, WebAPI).). Once you digest the information
presented in these chapters, youâ€™ll be in a perfect position to apply this knowledge to your
specific programming assignments, and youâ€™ll be well equipped to explore the .NET universe on
your own terms.What You Will Learn:Be the first to understand the .NET 4.6 platform and C#
6.Discover the ins and outs of the leading .NET technology.Learn from an award-winning author
who has been teaching the .NET world since version 1.0.Find complete coverage of XAML, .NET
4.6 and Visual Studio 2015 together with discussion of the new Windows Runtime.
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I really like this book! Let me tell you why. It covers a broad scope of the subject of C# with .NET,
going into medium depth, and flowing nicely from chapter to chapter. I discovered that it provides
both the framework and material for a good self-study program. The author communicates very
clearly and provides many example projects with enough detail to let you either use them as
tutorials or just read through them.While I often just plunder through online and printed references
looking for nuggets of information to solve specific technical problems, that is not how I used this
book. Instead, I spent about 4 months working through the book from cover to cover, aiming for
more breadth of knowledge on the subject.I bought the printed book, and then bought the eBook
from the publisher for a small additional cost. Working through examples, the PDF version was
great for reading on a second monitor, cutting and pasting the example code into Visual Studio.
(The sample code is also provided as downloadable files.) The printed version was great for
back-yard reading with a highlighter, pen, and beverage as supplemental equipment.The example
code worked and the text was well-edited and accurate. A few typos in the final chapters caught my
eye but were easy enough to read through. There was one important snag in the section on
ADO.NET, where Microsoft has deleted the Database Diagrams feature that the author's example
relies on to establish the relationships between database tables in a database that is used
throughout the remainder of the book. Fortunately there are plenty of online references that will help
you to work around this.
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